There are many hearts that ache over again with the aching of loneliness when one of these names is men- tioned. There Hospital Sunday this year, if London realises itsprivileges, ought to be the glad recognition by the people of this great metropolis of the existence of heroes in their midst; for truly the medical men andnurses in the London hospitals are doing heroic work. The devotion to duty, the pluck and endurance of fatigue, the weariness, the anxiety, the watchfulness"?' each and all of these qualities are exhibited in the hospitals of London every day. The talented consultant who is sought by the wealthy of the land, the gentle nurse whose patience seems inexhaustible, the strong young house physician or surgeon, seem to vie with, each other in their resolve to " keep the flag flying,"' to. resist the unceasing assaults of disease; to tell theenemy that, though the army of sufferers in the London, hospitals be imprisoned in the city of pain, the great strong bonds of sympathy and love unite the officers and the rank and file in a common cause and a united;, There is scarcely a more pathetic sight in the world than that of a patient discharged as " cured " from one of the great general hospitals, who is still obviously not only too weak to work, but is also quite unfit to face the privations of existence in a crowded slum. But a great general hospital cannot have its beds occupied by persons who have ceased to demand the attention of the medical and nursing staff; and unless they can obtain admission to a convalescent home, they must take their cbance of struggling back to health under the most depressing conditions. Even when it is the possessor of a well-ordered home who has been ill he knows that the stage of convalescence, when the doctor has given up calling and the nurse has gone away, is hard to bear, and that it is not until there has been the longed-for change of air and scene that the effect of protracted pain and confinement begins to wear off. How infinitely worse must it be for those whose change after a protracted illness is from the spacious, pleasant ward of a hospital, with a comfortable bed and ample food, to a dingy attic in a close court, with scarcely bread enough to eat ? Is it at all surprising that many who recover from an injury or disease in hospital fade and die in the stage of convalescence, because no man careth for their bodies ? This is why we so earnestly commend the claims of convalescent homes that have been established to finish the splendid work, which the hospitals have begun, to the utmost extent of their powers. The charity that stops short of setting the man upon his legsagain, of enablingthe womantoresumeherhousehold duties, of bringing back the roses to the cheeks of children, is not sufficient. It is our duty first as Christians, and then as citizens, to see to it that when patients are discharged from hospital they are not thrown upon their own resources, to become chronic invalids or to endure, as convalescents, a form of suffering to which they were strangers a3 patients.
A Hopeful Sign.
The multiplication of convalescent homes is one of the most hopeful signs of the times. It shows, at all events, that the lesson of duty to our neighbour is gradually being better learnt; that the Good Samaritan is, by slow degrees, winning the world to His methods of mercy. Today there are many exampes of a kind of institution which not so very long ago was absolutely non-existent. The founders of convalescent homes have advantages which are denied to the founders of hospitals. They can build on sites which are comparatively cheap, and there is no difficulty in securing ample space. Of course, the position must be known to be healthy, and a glance at the list of homes leaves no room for doubt that this condition has been fulfilled. If the accommodation is meagre and the grounds are circumscribed, it is merely because the funds have not justified further expenditure. How is this to be done ? Perhaps the best way would be to interest oneself in a particular hospital, to find out its wants, and do our best to meet them. There is no fear that~such a course would result in one's finding that such an institution had no wants, or that we could do nothing for it. Every hospital wants a great deal more than it gets. There is always room for gifts of flowers, fruit, game, old linen, and the hundred and one odd things whioh add to the brightness and take somewhat from the misery of the sufferers in its wards, but what every hospital wants first and above all things is money. Money for the food, the physic, the wa rmth the bedding, the nursing, the comforts, the cleanliness, and the elaborate methods of treatment which make recovery from illness bo different in a hospital to what it is in the dwellings of the poor.
If any one will visit the sick poor in their own homes, especially those of them who have not the benefit of the ministrations of a district nurse, and then visit them in a hospital, he will see at a glance how much hospitals do to minimise suffering and help the regaining of health.
He may, perhaps, think the directors are wrong in this point or that; but he will see that no defects in our hospital system can hide the main fact hat hospitals are an inestimable boon to the sick and suffering. And he will see something more, for what, above all things, will be forced in upon him, is that all the appliances and all the methods which so strongly make for health cost money. Thus surely he will be more inclined to put his hand in his pocket and assist in the good work. 
